
Pastel

Do more work with precision using high-accuracy wireless keyboard and mouse combo, 
Pastel. The full-sized keyboard features 12  shortcut keys (FN + F) to type at faster speeds. 
The ergonomically designed mouse comes with adjustable DPI levels allows you to track 
through screens easily. The advanced 2.4GHz wireless connec�on ensures no delays or 
dropouts while working.

Features
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Nostalgic Design Wireless Keyboard & Mouse

The high-precision mouse with adjustable DPI 
levels, allows you to track through screens with 
high-accuracy.  

This nostalgic wireless combo features a      
high-precision, ergonomic mouse and a vintage              
rounded-key keyboard, adding retro feel to it.

Pastel is designed with ergonomics in mind so that 
you can work throughout the day without fa�gue. 

With advanced 2.4Ghz wireless connec�vity, 
experience the most stable working experience 
without any delays.

Specification

Pastel, User Guide

The smart nano receiver provides stable                
connec�vity. Simply plug in the receiver in your PC 
or laptop and you are ready to go.

The tac�cal keyboard lets you type with accuracy 
and saves �me with 12 shortcut keys (FN+F).
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Frequency
Ra�ng
Wireless Range
Ba�ery Type
Sensor Resolu�on

- 2402.65MHz - 2480.65MHz
- 3V, 6mA
- 10m
- 1*AA
- 800/1200/1600DPI

- 2402.65MHz - 2480.65MHz
- 3V, 6mA
- 10m
- 2*AAA
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